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ERASMUS+ STUDIES - UU Report 

 

faculty/college Humanities 

level  bachelor’s  master’s  PhD  

name study programme Liberal Arts and Sciences 

 

destination city & country Cork, Ireland 

name university abroad  University College Cork 

start date 4 / 09 / 2018  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

end date 21 / 12 / 2018  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

 
 

You are requested to write on the following topics. Text boxes will expand automatically while typing! 

PREPARATION 

exchange application process 

The application process was not difficult. There are some documents that needs to be signed by the International 

offices of UU and Cork, but they both respond very fast.  

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

If you have a question, the international office in Utrecht is always very helpful.  

academic preparation 

I didn't do any academic preparation. I chose to do courses outside my field.  

language preparation 

I didn’t do any language preparation, i was confident my English would be good enough to understand 

everything.  

finances 

Rent is more expensive in Cork than in Utrecht, and if you plan to do a lot of trips, it would be good to save 

some money.  

 

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD 

study programme (content and organisational issues) 

You have to choose the courses you want to do beforehand. However, I still had the opportunity to change a 

course in the second week of the semester.  

academic quality of education activities 

In Cork, they have a different kind of system for exams. You only need to write essays as an exam. This means 

that you sometimes need to find information about a subject on your own.  

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

The international office in Cork is good and friendly. They respond normally very fast to emails.  

transfer of credits 
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I don’t have my results yet. 

 

STUDENT LIFE 

welcome & orientation programme 

Two weeks before the semester starts, there is a welcome programme for students. This is a nice way to meet 

some other students and see the city and the university. It was well organised and fun to do.  

accommodation 

Accomodation is expensive and not easy to find in Cork. Luckily, University of Cork helped me to find 

accommodation near the Campus.  

leisure & culture 

Cork is great. There are a lot of pubs to go to and all the Irish are very friendly. Furthermore, Ireland is a 

beautiful country and landscape.  

suggestions/tips 

Go to as many as pubs as possible. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 

Yes, All the Irish are very friendly, everybody goes to the pub. The landscape of Ireland is something you don't 

want to miss.  

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

Start early to find a room. 
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ERASMUS+ STUDIES - UU Report 

 

 

 

 

permission to publish 

contact details** 

 

 

 

See end note for * and ** 

optional; only if you allow students preparing for study abroad to contact you (directly)  

my e-mail address  yes: j.a.fuchs@students.uu.nl 

my weblog   yes:       

my Facebook account  yes:       

other (social) media  yes:       

or 

 my contact details cannot be published on the UU webpage, but I do give 

the International Office permission to forward my e-mail address to individual 

students interested in my host university abroad:      @      

faculty/college Geosciences 

level  bachelor’s  master’s  PhD  

name study programme Geography 

 

destination city & country Cork, Ireland 

name university abroad  University College Cork 

start date 28 / 08 / 2018  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

end date 23 / 12 / 2018  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

 
 

You are requested to write on the following topics. Text boxes will expand automatically while typing! 

PREPARATION 

exchange application process 

My application process was fine. Both of the international offices, at Utrecht and at Cork, were really helpful. 

Ofcourse there is a lot of paperwork that needs to be filled in and e-mailed back and forth, but if you just keep 

clear for yourself what needs to be done, it was fine. 

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

I have not found any difficulties with the counselling and support of Utrecht University. It was all fine. 

academic preparation 

As the courses fitted perfectly into my Bachelor program, I didn't really need much of academic preperation. 

language preparation 

The main language spoken in Ireland is English, so I didn't need to do any language preparation, as my level of 

English was already sufficient. 

finances 

Before I went abroad I saved some money. Together with my student loan it was enough to support myself and 

do a lot of awesome trips in Ireland. 

 

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD 

study programme (content and organisational issues) 
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My study programme was really interesting. I signed up for the courses that are not offered in Utrecht, so it 

really was an interesting addition to my programme. The system to sign up for the courses was clear. The 

signing up for the courses will be open until 2 weeks into the semester, so if you want to change courses after 

one or two weeks it's is still possible without any problems. 

academic quality of education activities 

I experienced the quality of my courses as really good! Ofcourse this differs between differenent departments, 

but I am really content about the quality of my lectures and teachers. They have really inspired me. 

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

The people at the international office here in Cork are extremely helpful. In the first week they organize an 

event where they explain everything you need to know. If you have any questions during your stay you can 

always walk by their office, which is close to campus. 

transfer of credits 

I don't have the credits back yet, I think my exames are still being reviewed. But I don't expect any difficulties 

with the credit transfer, as the International Office in Cork is really reliable and well-planned. 

 

STUDENT LIFE 

welcome & orientation programme 

I arrived here in Cork two weeks before the classes would start. The international student society organizes a 

lot of activities for international students who just arrived, so you don't have to be all alone. Those activities are 

not obligatory however, so if you want to get to know the city by yourself in the beginning that's fine as well. 

accommodation 

In Cork, student accomodation is pretty hard to find (just like every other city these days…). The university helps 

you to find accomodation, but you have to fill out a form (they will give information on this matter by email). I 

had to wait a long time after filling in the form, and I was afraid that I would't get any accomodation, but a few 

weeks before I'd leave I got an offer! I was really glad with the offer and I took it. The accomodation I got is 

really expensive though, for the apartment you get. That's the bad thing in Cork, because it is known that 

getting accomodation is hard, people can really take advantage of you as an (international) student. 

Let this not at all put you off though! Because it is all so worth it when you get here! 

leisure & culture 

Ireland is the most fantastic land I've known so far, and there is plenty to do throughout the year. Cork is a 

small, friendly, vibrant city where a lot of event are organized. It never gets boring. You can make trips to see 

the country with some friends, or stay close to home. The university has a lot of different societies and clubs 

you can join. The societies organize all kinds of events throughout the year in every field of interest you can 

imagine. You can also join clubs if you want to do sports. Sporting facilities are free for every student, so you 

can also sport by yourself. 

suggestions/tips 

If I were you I would try to get out of the city to see the country. Ireland is such an amazing country with all 

kinds of different landscapes and it would be a real shame if you spend a few months here and do not explore 

further then your direct surroundings. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 

I would definitely recommend Cork as a destination for your exchange. I was really scared beforehand for being 

by myself for all those months, but the city is so friendly and the people are as well, that you will feel at home 
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here instantly. Also the campus of UCC is so amazing! If you're used to the Uithof in Utrecht, you will be amazed 

by the beauty of it, with a lot of old buildings and nature in campus it gives a really cosy atmosphere. 

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

Do not let the trouble of arranging an exchange put you off! Doing it is such a great experience and now I'm 

almost at the end of it and I already forgot about all the paperwork at the beginning, because it is all so worth 

it!! 
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permission to publish 

contact details** 

 

 

 

See end note for * and ** 

optional; only if you allow students preparing for study abroad to contact you (directly)  

my e-mail address  yes: j.m.heimensen2@students.uu.nl 

my weblog   yes:       

my Facebook account  yes:       

other (social) media  yes:       

or 

 my contact details cannot be published on the UU webpage, but I do give 

the International Office permission to forward my e-mail address to individual 

students interested in my host university abroad:      @      

faculty/college Humanities 

level  bachelor’s  master’s  PhD  

name study programme Language and Culture studies  

 

destination city & country Cork, Ireland 

name university abroad  University College Cork 

start date 10 / 01 / 2019  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

end date 10 / 05 / 2019  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

 
 

You are requested to write on the following topics. Text boxes will expand automatically while typing! 

PREPARATION 

exchange application process 

The application process was very easy. You get all the information early and you have enough time to fill in all 

the forms.  

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

There is a predeparture meeting which give you all the information. Besides that the International Office is 

always very fast in answering your question. You also get an information book in which you can look up all the 

important information. This was very helpful for me.  

academic preparation 

I didn't have any specific academic preparation before I left. It didn't feel that I missed some acadamic skills.  

language preparation 

I never had any langauge preperation. During my bachelor I had an minor fully in English, so I didn't need any 

extra preparation. 

finances 

The preperation for the Erasmus grant is very easily. They sent you all the important details that you only need 

the follow. I alos applied for an an OV-grant and this was also very easily done. The only thing you have to keep 

in mind is that you arrange everything on time, because it can take weeks before you get approval.  
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STUDY ABROAD PERIOD 

study programme (content and organisational issues) 

I really liked that there was a broad choice of courses. It was very easy to see which courses you could chose 

and there was enough information about the course to know what is was about. Because they don't expect that 

you have previous knowledge about the topics, it is very easy to follow.  For all the courses I only had lectures 

and no seminars at all. I also did'nt have to read so much, which was very relaxing. All the courses are very well 

organized. I really liked that I had the opportunity to follow courses which I would never had followed at UU. 

Although I followed 5 courses, which is a lot more than at the UU, it was not that hard.   

academic quality of education activities 

The academic quality are good. The teachers are well qualifeid and have a lot of knowledge. Overall, it was not 

that challenging, because it is a lot easier than at UU. I had one course in which we had fieldtrips, which made it 

a lot more interesting. For all the courses I had to write one or two essays and had a exam at the end.   

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

I did not use any specific counsling, but I only emailed the International Offcie of  UCC a couple of times. They  

can give you a lot of information and they respond fast. I know that there are more options for support, such as 

for mental and phsyical health. There is also a student union which can give you support.  

transfer of credits 

ECTS system  

 

STUDENT LIFE 

welcome & orientation programme 

The orientation programme was a lot of fun! There were two days in which they gave a information about UCC 

and there were also multiple activities in which you could meet other international students. I really liked going 

to this kind of activities, because it was an easy way to get to know other people.   

accommodation 

I didn't really like my accomodation. It was quite expensive, and you also had to pay for electricity which was 

very expensive. The building was very drafty and cold. My room was fine, but I had some mold in my room 

which was very unhealty. I had also a lot of times problems with the water. Sometimes we didn’t had any water 

at all. The only nice thing was that you live with a lot of other international students.  

leisure & culture 

UCC has a lot of diffferent societies for sports and cultural activities and they are all for free.  During my 

exchange I joined the kickboxing club. It was really nice to try a new sport and get to know other students. It 

was also nice that I got to know some Irish students. I also went quite often to the gym or the swimming pool at 

the university sport accomodation. Cork is also a really nice city to grap dinner or have a coffee with your 

friends. The International society also organized a lot of parties and trips. I attended some of these parties 

which were a lot of fun. I als went on a weekend trip to Belfast, which was a really nice experience.  

suggestions/tips 

You really have to join a society, because it is an easy way to get to know the local students, but also a good 

way to get in touch with other international students.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 
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I would recommend this university to others, because it is a really nice university with a lot of thing to do. They 

have a wide choice of courses, so you can learn other things than you have already learned back home. If you 

looking for an academic challenge, Ireland is nice, but it is not very challening. But this makes it also easier to 

get a good balance between your social life and studying. I would really recommend other to study abroad, 

because it really helped me as a person. I learned a lot about myself and about my strength and weaknesses. It 

also helped me to improve my English.  

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

The Irish people are the nicest people I know, so don't be afraid to make mistakes. The will always help you!  
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ERASMUS+ STUDIES - UU Report 

 

 

 

 

permission to publish 

contact details** 

 

 

 

See end note for * and ** 

optional; only if you allow students preparing for study abroad to contact you (directly)  

my e-mail address  yes: 

l.w.m.nooren@students.uu.nl@students.uu.nl 

my weblog   yes:       

my Facebook account  yes:       

other (social) media  yes:       

or 

 my contact details cannot be published on the UU webpage, but I do give 

the International Office permission to forward my e-mail address to individual 

students interested in my host university abroad:      @      

faculty/college Science 

level  bachelor’s  master’s  PhD  

name study programme Biology 

 

destination city & country Cork, Ireland 

name university abroad  UCC 

start date 5 / 09 / 2018  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

end date 21 / 12 / 2018  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

 
 

You are requested to write on the following topics. Text boxes will expand automatically while typing! 

PREPARATION 

exchange application process 

The process starts quite early, almost a year before study. I saw it as a benefit because then you have a good 

experience until it finally starts. Furthermore, you get emails everytime a step needs to be done, so you never 

forget anything. It was also quite easy. You know exactly what and when to do something.  

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

The international office and the study advisor of Biology helped me a lot. They help you with all your questions. 

Also, you need to sign a lot, but that's done very quickly. They are also very helpfun with choosing your courses 

at the receiving university. They accept almost everything.  

academic preparation 

I felt that I didn't knew anything from the school system abroad before I left. The International office is there to 

help you with all the preparations and signs but they don't know much about your receiving institution. So, if 

you have specific questions, you should always mail the international office from the receiving institution.  

language preparation 

Before I went on exchange, my English was very basic but good enough to read and understand English. The 

biggest reason to go was therefore to improve my English and it definetely helped a lot. Before and after your 

exchange, you need to make a language test from Erasmus. This shows indeed that my English skills are 

improved. When your abroad, your vocabulary and conversations are going better every week. For myself, I see 

unfortunately that my grammar isn't much better as before, unless you take classes in English there.  
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finances 

Financially it was quite okay to go to Ireland. The tickets are cheap and also the living there isn't much more as 

in the Netherlands. The housing was more expensive than in even Utrecht (at least 500 a month), but you are 

good informed about that. The erasmus grant is definetely good to have and you also doesn't need to forget 

the OV grant.  

 

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD 

study programme (content and organisational issues) 

You have to make your own study program. You have to shuffle a lot between courses and time schedules 

because they don’t work with timeslots as the UU does. You get some more than a week to do this and I do 

recommend to start the last day. I had to make different changes to my first schedule because they caused 

overlap, weren't available anymore or I saw a better option. You also can switch between courses in the first 2 

weeks. In the end, I followed 6 courses and had after 6 weeks only 2 days of college.  

academic quality of education activities 

The academic quality of education is lower than I was used to at the UU. I had a lot of free time because every 

course had only 2 or 4 hours a week (12 or 6 weeks programm) and almost no assignments inbetween. For 

some courses, I had a field trip or a gast speaker which made the course more interesting.  

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

The international office of UCC was awesome. They gave a lot of information by mail and at the welcome 

meeting. Al the deadlines were well passed in advance and helped you were they could.  

transfer of credits 

Because most of the courses at UCC were 5 ECTS, I did 6 courses to get all the credits I needed for that 

semester. All the graded I got were in % but the UU transferred them into the Dutch grades. These were more 

positive than I thought. 

 

STUDENT LIFE 

welcome & orientation programme 

The orientation programme took 2 weeks and was really nice. They offered lots of activities and parties each 

day to learn the city and other internationals. If you had any questions, they were very helpful. 

accommodation 

I had an accomodation offered by UCC but friends of my had to search themselves because they don't have 

enough places for all the incoming erasmus students. It's very helpful to get yourself on the waiting list as soon 

as your accepted on UCC. I lived in a international student accomodation with at least 150 internationals. We 

had a caretaker and security every night. It was around a 15 minutes ride with the bike to the campus. 

leisure & culture 

There was a lot to do in Cork. There were multiple festivities like culture night, Cork jazz festival, halloween 

parade and the winter fair. You should also do tours to other parts of Ireland. You definitely need to experience 

the pub-life, it's everywhere. 

suggestions/tips 

Join a club or society at UCC. You can join anything you like. I played in the international handbal team and 

trained 2x 2 hours a week and played multiple games against other universities. I also joined the Ultimate 

Frisbee Club and played weekend tournaments in all other parts of Ireland. This was also a good way to get to 

know the lokals, because at the lectures you don’t speak much with them. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 

I whould deffinately recommend UCC. It's an awesome way to learn English, enjoy the pub-life and get your 

credits with less effort than at the UU. It's an experience you'll never forget and it's great to your development 

in all different ways. 

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

Go abroad and make friends from all over the world! 
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ERASMUS+ STUDIES 
UU Report 

family name xxx 

first name xxx 

student number xxx 

e-mail address

faculty/college Humanities 

level  bachelor’s  master’s  PhD 

name study programme Communication and Information Studies 

destination city & country Cork, Ireland 

name university abroad University College Cork 

start date 11 / 01 / 2018  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

end date 11 / 05 / 2018  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

PREPARATION 

exchange application process 

The application process went smooth. It was clear what was expected, and what the  deadlines were. 

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

I did not receive any prior help. I know that at the predeparture meeting for example a list with e-mailadresses 

was passed around so studnets could contact other students that had already visited the place. Because I 

applied after that, I never received that. I had to figure things out on my own. I was never told how to get my  

modules approved by the examination board until I was already almost done in Ireland.  

academic preparation 

I did no specific academic preperation and I did not feel like I should have. I did not feel like I missed certain 

tools.  

language preparation 

I had extensive training in secondary school, and speak fluent English. I never had any extra langauge 

preperation.  

finances 
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What you have to arrange for the Erasmus grant was easily arranged. To apply for an OV-grant, it was also easy, 

but I did it half December, and apparently it took eight weeks to approve. That was a bit annoying, because I 

was already settled in Ireland by the time I got approved. You have to keep in mind that you have to remove 

the student product from your card, so if you forget that, you don't get this grant and there is basically nothing 

you can do about it.  

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD 

study programme (content and organisational issues) 

The study programme was divers, and I liked that they offered modules specific for internationals. For most 

part, it was clear what was expected, however, there were few readings for most modules, which I thought was 

weird, but in the end I did not feel like I missed them. The seminars were always pretty thorough.  

academic quality of education activities 

Some modules require fieldtrips, and I think that added to the experience. The overall quality was decent, but it 

was not challenging. At UCC, they use a lower standard than at UU.   

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

I did not use counseling, but I know that there are a lot of options. UCC values students mental and physical 

health and offers different types of counseling. There is always a place you can find help.  

transfer of credits 

UCC uses the ECTS system as well 

STUDENT LIFE 

welcome & orientation programme 

There was an extensive orientation programme before the modules started, which was fun. 

accommodation 

The rooms at Arcadia Hall, where I lived, are extremely small. There is always something that needs to be fixed 

and the groundskeeper does not always fix it, because he is busy. It was about twenty minutes from the city 

centre on foot, and about forty to the campus. It still was a nice place to live, because it was the most sociable 

complex to live. I interacted a lot with my neighbours and there is always a place to hang out.  

leisure & culture 

I joined a few societies, went to the gym regularly. There is a lot to explore in Cork, and I still haven't seen it all. 

suggestions/tips 

Join a society that intrests you. You met other people that are not internationals this way. 

CONCLUSIONS 

would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 

I would recommend it, because it has really helped me to evolve as a person. I met a lot of people from 

different backgrounds, and it helps to understand the world a little bit better. If your looking for an academic 

challenge, Ireland is fun, but not really challenging. UCC does offer intersting modules, but not as challenging as 

the UU modules. It is easier to balance university and social life that way. 

do you have any additional advice or comments? 
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ERASMUS+ STUDIES 
UU Report 

family name xxx 

first name xxx 

student number xxx 

e-mail address

faculty/college Humanities 

level  bachelor’s  master’s  PhD 

name study programme Erasmus 

destination city & country Cork, Ireland 

name university abroad University College Cork 

start date 11 / 01 / 2018  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

end date 11 / 05 / 2018  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

PREPARATION 

exchange application process 

I applied to go abroad much later than usual. In May 2017 I choose from the remaining places and I applied 

during the summer holliday. The application was not difficult but took some time, mainly because you need lots 

of papers signed by different people at both universities. In my case the application was not to exciting because I 

had no competition with other students because I applied for a remaining place. 

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

I had many questions during my application and because of that I had regularly contact with the exchange 

coordinator from UU through email. I am very positive this contact because she answered my emails usualy in a 

day and she was always friendly and very willing to help. I had not expected to receive such good help during 

the summer holliday.     

academic preparation 

 I felt confindent about my level of academic skills, because I had been studying for a few years at the UU and 

because the courses I chose to do abroad where not to difficult. But there is always a small part of me that was 

afraid it was going to be totally different from what I can and what I am used to. However, it turned out to be 

just fine and my academic skills were indeed sufficient.   
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language preparation 

I did not do any extra language preparation before I left for Ireland. I felt that my english level was good enough 

before I left because I had done some courses in English without difficulty. When I arrived in Ireland I noticed 

that I my English level was indeed good enough to follow all the courses at the receiving university without any 

problem. 

finances 

When you apply you have to upload a finance plan which was very helpful to get insight in how much it costs. 

Studying abroad always costs more money than staying home in Utrecht and making the finance plan before 

you leave makes you realize that before hand. I was able to manage the extra costs partly because of the 

Erasmus grant.   

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD 

study programme (content and organisational issues) 

Before I arrived I had spend quite some time on finding courses that fit in the timetable. This was harder than at 

University Utrecht because I had six courses at the same time for the whole semester in stead of two blocks 

with each two courses. Some of the courses I had picked before did not fit the timetable and had to be replaced 

by other courses. This was a pity, but not a big problem because I had the liberty of choosing whatever courses  

I liked. In the first two weeks of my semester abroad I had to change some courses again because after 

attending a few classes it appeared that the courses were too hard or that my prior knowledge was not 

sufficient. I choose a course that I usually would not pick but because lots of the other international students 

were enrolled in this course I did too and eventually it was a lot of fun.  Choosing from all the courses offered at 

the university was difficult, because you have no idea how difficult a course will turn out to be. But in the end I 

was happy about the courses I picked. Some of the courses I attended had some overlap with what I already 

knew but most of the stuff I learned was totally new and very different from what I usualy learn. I liked the fact 

that I had an opportunity to  attended courses that I would never have attended in Utrecht. 

academic quality of education activities 

The courses I picked where all courses of the first and second year and therefore not too hard. This meant that 

some of the assignments I had to do were very basic. For example, I had a course that explained to me the 

basics of essay writing. Eventually I didn't mind this because it gave me the opportunity to practive my essay 

writing. For most of the courses I had to write one or more essays, and only three of the courses I picked had 

exams. The educational activities are different from what I usually have, exams, but I think I managed to do it 

just fine.   

The overall academic quality of the courses was good.  

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

The support at the receiving university was very good. The international office was open every weekday and 

you could walk in any minute for short questions. I went to the international office a few times during my 

semester abroad for short questions about enrolling for courses and for autographs on documents for the 

Erasmus Grant. From other Erasmus students I heard that they are very quick in responding on emails as well. 

transfer of credits 

I had to wait a long time for my grades. At this moment I just got them but they are not transferred to the grade 

system of Utrecht yet so I can't say much about it.  

STUDENT LIFE 



welcome & orientation programme 

The orientation programme was very nice! There were two days of orientation before the semester started in 

which they explained a lot about changing courses, the international office, the culture shock, where to go for 

help, societies and sports and life in Ireland itself. During the next two weeks the international society 

organised al kinds of activities which I attended. Going to all these activities is the best way to get to know a lot 

of people very quickly and make friends for the remaining time.   

accommodation 

I am less positive about the accomodation. Altough it was very nice to live in a building with al exchange 

students the building itself was not so nice. The room I lived in was about 1.5 times more expensive than my 

room in Utrecht and the rent had to be paid all at once. On top of that I had to pay for electricity which was 

very expensive, because the building was extremely cold and moist. My appartment was mostly fine, but some 

of the appartments of my friends had a lot of mold which smelled and is unhealty. A positive part of the 

accomodation was that my roommates were very nice and we had a lot of fun living together.  

leisure & culture 

The University I visited had a lot of societies for sports and cultural activities which is very nice for exchange 

students. If you join you also get to know the Irish students which is nice. I did join these societies but 

eventually I never attended one of the meetings. I did do some sports at the university sports accomodation. At 

the university I attended you could go to this accomodation for free. Here you can attend classes, book all kinds 

of courts (squash) and do some fitness. They even had a sauna. However most of my free time I spend with my 

friends. We did sports together, having dinner, having coffee, studying and going to the pub and parties 

(organised by the international socitiey).   

suggestions/tips 

If you live in a student accomodation far from university you can either buy a bike, or rent one with coca cola 

bikes. For the coca cola bikes you need to register online and then they send you a card with which you can rent 

a bike (first 30 mins free). A lot of the students living a little bit further away from UCC used this. If you don’t 

have of want a bike, walking is better than the bus, because the busses are not very reliable.  

CONCLUSIONS 

would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 

I would recommend this university to others because there are a lot of courses to choose from and some of 

them are especially nice to take as an international wanting to learn more about the country. Also everyone I 

met working at the university was very nice and helpful.   

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

I would advise other who go to this destination to take a good look into the student accomodation as some of 

the accomodations are fine and others are not so fine.   
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ERASMUS+ STUDIES 
UU Report 

family name xxx 

first name xxx 

student number xxx 

e-mail address

faculty/college Social Sciences 

level  bachelor’s  master’s  PhD 

name study programme 

destination city & country Cork, Ireland 

name university abroad University College Cork 

start date 28 / 08 / 2017  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

end date 20 / 12 / 2017  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

PREPARATION 

exchange application process 

The application process went pretty smooth. It seems a lot at the beginning, but if you just make a list for 

yourself with all the important deadlines and don't forget to check it (and your mail) every once in a while, you 

will be fine. Don’t worry too much. The respondence was very quick. The international office of UCC will help you 

with all your questions.  

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

The counselling and support was fine, although it was not very clear to me who my correspondence person at 

UU was exactly. I was just emailing back and forth, sometimes with different people. I once wanted to make an 

appointment to come by the office because I missed the pre-departure meeting and had some questions, but 

they recommended to just ask everything by e-mail. 

academic preparation 

I didn't do any academic preparation and also didn't miss it. 

language preparation 
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I also didn't do any language preparation because I was already used to follow courses in English. Some 

teachers at UCC do talk pretty fast and sometimes with a strong Irish accent. You will just have to get used to 

this, it will get better in time.   

finances 

I saved a lot of money by working all summer and put the student loan on the maximum amount. The Erasmus 

grant was also a huge help. Life in Cork is a bit more expensive than in the Netherlands. I thought my savings 

would be enough for the whole period, but as soon as I started planning my weekend trips and other stuff, the 

money was gone before I knew it. Of course you can make it as expensive as you want, but just be prepared to 

spend a lot more than you expected.    

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD 

study programme (content and organisational issues) 

I followed all kinds of courses, didn't really follow a program or something. I took three criminology courses: 

Human trafficking and modern slavery; Terrorism and political violence; Global trade in illicit drugs and its 

regulations. Two courses from the Food Business and Development department: Conflict, development and 

peace; Introduction to the food supply system. And one from the Music department: Music in modern Ireland. 

They all were interesting, especially the criminology courses. The courses from the Food Business and 

Development department were actually first year courses so not very challenging. They sounded pretty 

interesting when I read the descriptions, but were a bit disappointing as the content was pretty general. The 

music in modern Ireland was fun. There were only international students and was a bit more interactive than all 

my other courses. I wanted to learn something about Ireland and since I'm also interested in music (although 

not playing any instrument), this was a nice combination.  

academic quality of education activities 

The way of teaching is very different than I was used to from UU. Some courses only have lectures, some are 

1 hour, some are 2, but not longer. Most of the courses don't give seminars, so you will just be listening and 

taking notes and that's it. I didn't have to buy any books, all my teachers just put the articles on Blackboard, 

or you could find the book in the library. Especially with the criminology courses, the teachers put a lot of 

reading materials on the list per week but didn't talk about them in class or something like I was used to in 

Utrecht. Some lecturers check attendance, some don't. And all classes start 5 minutes later and stop 5 

minutes earlier so you can make it to your next class. 

What is very different from UU is that you are following 6 courses at the same time instead of 2. The 

examination period is pretty stressful because you will have almost all of your deadlines for essays and 

exams in (in my case) December. I had only 2 exams, the rest were essays of around 1.500 words. Because 

most deadlines and exams are at the end of the semester, the first three months were really nice. In this 

period, there is a lot of time to go to pubs, do weekendtrips or other stuff. I recommend you to use this time 

to see all the beautiful places in Ireland because my last month actually was only about being in the library 

to study. Also, the weather was generally very good in these first three months. 

I think overall the academic quality at UCC is a bit lower than at UU. I didn't have to do as much as I would in 

Utrecht. Also, the grading process at UCC is with percentages. You only need to get 40% on a test/essay to 

pass. I am not sure what kind of grade that would be in Utrecht, but it takes away a lot of stress when you 

are studying for a course and think about that 40% is already enough.  

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

Counselling and support is good I think. Other than the orientation programme and welcome meetings, I didn't 

really have contact with them. When you need signatures or something from the International Office, you just 
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go to their building and get it there right away. But go at the right time! Check their times so you don't stand in 

front of their door at lunch time.  

transfer of credits 

Don't know this yet. 

STUDENT LIFE 

welcome & orientation programme 

This was really helpful and nice. They organise a lot of nice things in the first week. I went to almost every social 

event and met a lot of different people. It was not like I would hang out with all of them after that, but it's nice 

to recognise some faces at campus or in the city centre. They organised cinema nights at campus, a 'speed 

friendshipping', city walking tour, a day trip to a nice village/city nearby, a party of course, and there is also a 

day organised to get to know all the clubs and societies. It is nice to see that the people who hang out in these 

first few days, are still together at the end of their Erasmus.  

accommodation 

I got my accomodation assigned to me by just signing up for a accomodation list which was send to me by email 

by UCC. A few weeks later I got a one-time-only offer which was pretty expensive but I accepted it right away. 

Ireland has a very big housing problem, so it is really hard to find a room there by yourself.  

leisure & culture 

The Irish culture is the best. Cork has a lot of nice pubs, but really a lot. And many have live music every night! 

Oliver Plunkett is really my favourite, good live music is guaranteed. In the weekends it is really easy to go to 

another city and stay there the weekend. Just take the bus and check if you can buy your busticket online, 

because it's cheaper. The bus takes you almost everywhere. There are also a lot of organised bus tours. 

Eventhough I am not really a big fan of those tours, the Irish Experience Tours to Northern Ireland was really 

nice. They have more trips which you should really check out, but wait for the discount-days which will be 

announced if you want to book it. 

UCC also has a mountaineering club/society. This is really nice because they go on a very nice hike every 

Sunday. If the weather allows it, you have beautiful views on the top of a mountain.    

suggestions/tips 

My teacher of the Irish music course gave us this website. It has an event guide which shows where all the live 

music is on a particular day: http://www.peoplesrepublicofcork.com 

CONCLUSIONS 

would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 

Yes, for sure! It was really the best choice ever and had the time of my life. I have met many nice people and 

made friends for a lifetime. Don't let the bad reputation of Irish weather stop you because it is really not that 

bad (at least not when I was there). The nature is so beautiful and the people are so nice. The beers and live 

music are awesome. Just go there, you will not regret it.  

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

Most weekendtrips need to be booked with a creditcard. It may be handy to have one yourself. You also need it 

if you want to hire a car, which is also really really nice. If you or a friend is old enough, I really recommend this 

because there are a lot of nice roads (Wild Atlantic Way) with the best views. 
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family name xxx 

first name xxx 

student number xxx 

e-mail address

faculty/college Faculty of Geosciences 

level bachelor’s 

name study programme Science and Innovation Management 

destination city & country Cork, Ireland 

name university abroad UCC (University College Cork) 

start date 28/08/2017 

end date 20  /  12 / 2017    (dd/mm/yyyy) 

PREPARATION

exchange application process 

The exchange application process was quite straight forward. I spent a lot of time on my motivation, because I 

really wanted to go to Ireland. Eventually I was granted a place (and there were even places at UCC left after the 

initial application process). 

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

Very good. If you’ve got any questions you can contact the international office and they will reply shortly. 

academic preparation 
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To be honest, I didn’t prepare for the courses in Ireland. I did spend a lot of time researching interesting courses 

though. Make sure you have enough courses (more than the amount you are required to), because sometimes 

there is a clash in schedule. When you’re choosing your courses, the schedule is still unknown. The schedule for 

the courses (time and date) is uploaded by UCC at a later date.   

language preparation 

None, but I already had a C2-level (Erasmus Language Assessment). 

finances 

As a part of the application process you already have to create an overview of the expenses. Ireland is just as 

expensive as the Netherlands, but the beer can be more expensive (5 or 6 euros for a large cider is not 

uncommon). Moreover, make also sure you have enough money if you want to travel around in your spare time. 

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD

study programme (content and organisational issues) 

UU has an university-wide agreement with UCC. As a result, it is also possible to participate in courses outside 

your expertise. I really didn’t want to follow courses within the Geosciences field. I chose a course in 

Architecture about building materials, several business courses (Entrepreneurship, Project Management), a 

course about Music (Exploring the traditional Irish Music) and Irish (Traditional Irish). Unfortunately the 

department of Architecture wasn’t really prepared for international students. Therefore, I wasn’t aware I had to 

apply for another student-card (CIT-ID, for the Cork Institute of Technology), wasn’t part of the mailing list etc. In 

the end I ended up in the administrative office a few times too many. However, the other courses were nicely 

organized and also prepared for international students. The courses (Irish music and Traditional Irish) were for 

internationals only.   

If you’re interested in Project Management, I would definitely advise to follow the course Project Management, 

the lecturer Dr David McKevitt made the course interesting and interactive.  

academic quality of education activities 

The level of eduction at UCC is not the same as in Utrecht, I would say the courses are easier. However, I chose 

only bachelor courses and therefore cannot say anything about the courses on the master level. Nevertheless, 

the lecturers are really engaged and are often quite enthusiastic about the international students. I really 

enjoyed all my courses. 

It is quite common to receive a final deadline for a paper without any feedback sessions whatsoever, so the 

organization of the courses isn’t as ‘strict’ as at UU. 

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

The counseling at UCC is very friendly and well organized. After your admission you will receive regular updates 

by mail and I would suggest to join the Facebook group. A lot of (former) Erasmus students are also part of this 

Facebook group, so if you have any questions you can also ask them there. Moreover, the International Office of 

UCC posts regular updates on Facebook, for example to make sure you sign in for your courses.  
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transfer of credits 

Unknown (haven’t received my transcript of records yet). 

STUDENT LIFE

welcome & orientation programme 

I arrived early to take part in the welcome and orientation program (this is free, the activities are sometimes for 

a fee). I expected it to be two full weeks of various activities. However, there were only a few different activities 

during the welcome and orientation program. For example: movie night, but with another movie. I actually met 

a lot of my friends at these activities. In the beginning everyone wants to meet other people and are more likely 

to engage in conversation with several people. I would definitely advise to take part in the welcome program, 

but it is not necessary to be there the first day. It is also possible to arrive one week before the courses start to 

enjoy the welcome and orientation program.  

accommodation 

I stayed in the Leeside apartments in Grattan Street (now no longer available), which are closely located near 

the city centre and the University. I had 4 other flatmates (from Denmark, Sweden, and two from Germany) and 

my own room. I bought a second-hand bike (for 85 euros), so I was able to cycle to the university in roughly 12 

minutes. At the end of my exchange I was able to sell my bike for the same price.      

leisure & culture 

Ireland is a beautiful country and I spent a lot of days traveling (Dingle, Killarney, Galway, Dublin, Northern 

Ireland..). Moreover, the University Clubs are worth your time (and they are free!). You can choose between a 

Society (which is oriented around a hobby) or a Club (which is about a sport). I was part of the Archery Club and 

Squash Club and enjoyed both. Moreover, as part of your University exchange you can go to the Mardyke Arena 

for free. This is a large sporting centre near the university (and offers a large swimming pool, climbing wall and 

sauna).  

suggestions/tips 

I loved having my own bike. It is also possible to rent a bike (coca-cola) but then you have to make sure there are 

empty stands for the bike and also that there is a bike-stand in the proximity of where you are going. 

Nevertheless, if you don’t like cycling you can also buy a Leap-card for discount on the bus, which you can use 

for traveling as well (to some degree). 

CONCLUSIONS

would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 
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Yes, definitely. I travelled a lot in Ireland and I’ve also been to Dublin. However, if the choice is between Dublin 

and Cork, I would definitely choose Cork. I liked Cork because it is quieter, but still has a very large city centre. 

Dublin is quite chaotic and resembles Amsterdam, where Cork is more like Utrecht (but a smaller version).  

If you’re not sure if you want to go to Ireland in general, please remember the weather is unpredictable and can 

change quite quickly, it is not uncommon to have both rain and sun on the same day.  

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

Even though I wanted to meet Irish students, the Irish students already have friends of their own and during 

courses they are more likely to partner up with their friends. If you want to meet Irish students, joining an active 

Club or Society is definitely a good starting point.  

As a final note, if you’re not sure about your level of English, don’t worry. The Irish people are very friendly and 

helpful. 



ERASMUS+ STUDIES 
UU Report 

family name 

first name 

student number 

e-mail address

faculty/college University College Roosevelt 

level  bachelor’s  master’s  PhD 

name study programme Liberal Arts & Sciences 

destination city & country Cork, Ireland 

name university abroad University College Cork 

start date 12 / 01 / 2017  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

end date 12 / 05 / 2017  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

PREPARATION 
exchange application process 

The exchange application process was explained in an info session by the Academic Affairs Council. I also got a 
few explanatory emails from Utrecht University. Apart from that, I kept track of everything myself. 

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

I did not make use of any support at Utrecht University. 

academic preparation 

I looked up the course manual of UCC and tried to choose courses that fit my major but also were courses that I 
would not be able to take at my home university: for example, I am majoring in Musicology, but at UCC I was 
also able to take some practical music courses. 

language preparation 

As there was no language barrier, I did not do any additional language preparation. 

finances 

My finances were mostly available through the Erasmus grant. I paid accomodation from my savings, as I had to 
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pay rent in advance. 

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD 
study programme (content and organisational issues) 

The courses were great. Because the university is so large, courses differ largely from each other. Some courses 
had 200+ students in them with only one final exam and no mandatory attendance, while other courses 
required a lot of active student participation and have no more than 20 students. This makes for a varied 
programma. Course planning was easily done through an electronic workspace. You can choose your own 
schedule according to the courses you take. 

academic quality of education activities 

I found that I learned a lot from my courses even though they were very different from each other. All of my 
professors were nice, available for support and in my opinion very professional. 

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

Support was availaible, but I did not feel the need to use any of the support bodies. Questions I had were 
answered by the International Office, usually within a day. The International Office was easiliy reachable. 

transfer of credits 

Transfer of credits was done through the ECTS system. 

STUDENT LIFE 
welcome & orientation programme 

There was a simple orientation programma of 2 days in which everything was explained about university life, 
facilities et cetera. Other than that, there were a lot of activities organised by the International Students 
Society. These were optional. There was ample opportunity to familiarise myself with university life. 

accommodation 

Accommodation was available through the university. I was glad I did not have to search for accommodation 
myself, but the housing was not fantastic. Because there is scarcity in apartments in Cork, the apartment was 
pretty expensive considering the fact that my room was very small (I think no more than 8 m2), the facilities 
were not great (we did not have access to hot water at all times), and the accomodation was on the other side 
of town so pretty far from the campus. Other than that, accommodation was fine and the common room and 
bathrooms were spacious.  

leisure & culture 

I spent a lot of my weekend travelling around Ireland and going to theatres, concerts, events on campus or 
pubs, which is definitely what Irish culture is all about. There is always something to do in town, but there are 
plenty of other places to see as well.  

suggestions/tips 

Definitely travel a lot. Nature is beautiful in Ireland! Other than that, everywhere in Ireland there are nice pubs 
with live music. 

CONCLUSIONS 
would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 

Yes! I loved the courses I took, and the country is great. I also did not want to deal with the language barrier, in 
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which case Ireland is a good destination naturally. 

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

- 
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ERASMUS+ STUDIES 
UU Report 

family name 

first name 

student number 

e-mail address
optional; only if you don’t mind students preparing for study abroad contacting you directly 

Contact info available at the IO.

faculty/college Geo-sciences 

level  bachelor’s  master’s  PhD 

name study programme Earth-sciences 

destination city & country Cork, Ireland 

name university abroad University College Cork 

start date 1 / september / 2016  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

end date 23 / december / 2016  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

PREPARATION 
exchange application process 

The process went relatively smooth. I have no major concerns. 

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

Sometimes it took a bit long for UU support to come, while deadlines were approaching.  This was a bit 
frustrating. But on the whole, I received good advise and always got help when needed; and everything was all-
right in the end. 

academic preparation 

I did not have  to do much extra academic preperation, as the course descriptions of the courses I was planning 
on taking all stated that there were no pre-requisits. 

language preparation 

I took the English Erasmus test before departure and scored the highest score, so there was no need for extra 
preperation. 

finances 
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I had worked part-time to save some money before my trip, and received a monthly support from my parents 
during my stay, of 300 euros per month. This support, some money from my savings (about 100 per month) and 
the erasmus grant together were sufficient for my duration abroad. 

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD 
study programme (content and organisational issues) 

I studied  something outside my own study area; I took 5 5-credit philosophy courses and one 5-credits 
portuguese beginners language course. The organisation of the philosophy courses was great, good use of the 
black-board enviroment, clear deadlines. communication through email with all the lecturers was very easy as 
well. As was applying for the courses once in Cork. Because you have to pick all your courses in the first two 
weeks of term, and have the opportunity to sit in on the courses you might want to take in the first week, 
before deciding if you want to take them. With courses for which the max. student number is never reached, 
this is a great system, but for more popular courses with a clear limited amount of students allowed to follow 
the course, I can imagine it being a bit more of a stressfull system.  

academic quality of education activities 

The academic quality of my lecturers was great, I was really impressed especially by my philosophy teachers. 
There were always great discussions and question sessions during class. I was a bit less impressed by my 
portuguese teacher. her classes were quite repetitive and she was a bit chaotic. 

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

The support at the receiving university was good, nothing to complain about. We received frequent emails with 
information and updates. 

transfer of credits 

All my credits will be tranferred, so that is good. 

STUDENT LIFE 
welcome & orientation programme 

The two weeks, BEFORE lectures start, there is a welcome program run by the international student society. I 
wasn't aware of that and missed the first week. The seccond week overlaped with the first week of the official 
welcome program, so I got to experience only the second week, but I think for me that was enough. The week is 
filled with activities like speed-dating, movie-nights in large lecture theaters, pubcrawls and every day there is a 
guided city tour and campus tour, which both are nice and usefull, especially for meeting people! 
The official welcome and orientation programme was ok, all the necessary information was provided. 

accommodation 

I lived at Arcadia, a large student complex. This accomodation was offered to me by UCC. there was the option 
to apply for college organised accomodation, and I got it. It was, nice, not too expensive for Cork standards 
(about 350 p/m i think, excluding electricity). I lived with two other erasmus students, both girls like me. Many 
erasmus students lived in this housing complex which was nice and convenient. The rooms were a bit small and 
basic, but you share a rather large  livingroom/kitchen together.  

leisure & culture 

There  is a lot to do in Cork. In the first couple of weeks, all the student clubs and societies present themselves, 
and you can join everything and anything you like, and it is all for free! As is the gym! Really, take advantage of 
it, it also has a climbing wall and a sauna and pool, which are free too. My favorite clubs were the 
'mountaineering soc' , they organise a hike every Sunday, you just have to show up, pay for a place on the bus 
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(7 euros ) and they take you on the most amazing hikes. It is great for meeting people too. And the kayak soc. is 
lovely; mostly Irish students, and the best craic you'll have! (you'll learn that word!)  
Cork itself is great too, with a lot of pubs with live music, most of them every night, festivals like the jazz-
festival, film-festival, folk-festival, etc… culture night, when all museums open up for free. 

suggestions/tips 

Go out to the country side.  to the sheepshead penisula, and  hike (a bit of ) the sheepshead trail. And go to 
Dingle, to Baltimore. and many more places. Don't let rain stop you. Eventhough, it didn’t even rain a lot at all 
while I was there, less than in the Netherlands I think… 

And go for a wander towards Blackrock castle, very near to Cork. There is a beautiful little beach there, which I 
wish I had discovered earlier.  

Check out the Fransiscan well, they sometimes have a night with a story teller, an old Irishman telling storys, 
jokes and limericks. 

Decide if you want to buy a cheap bike, or rent coca-cola bikes (citybikes, 10 euro for the year, every first half 
hour you use them is for free. (Everything is within half an hour cycling distance). (but I preferred to have my 
own bike, and go a bit further) 

Make friends with old people so you can rent a car cheaply ;). 

CONCLUSIONS 
would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 

I definitely would. UCC is a university with good reputations and high quality education. their communication 
and support is great. Besides that, Irish people are lovely, the accent is fun and the country is beautiful. You'll 
have  a great time.  

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

I think I've said it all. 
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